
On Tuesday, September 8th, MAM posted the Notice of Petition

for Election in several locations around the campus, and we

received a digital copy as well. Above all, we hope that this

document has reassured everyone that union organizing is a

federally protected act, and that any retaliation from our

employer would be a violation of the law. There are two items

in this document that require clarification. First, when it states

that “office clerical employees” are excluded, this refers to

secretarial positions such as the Executive Assistant to the

Director; it does not mean that you will be left out of the

bargaining unit if you happen to work exclusively in an office

(or at your home due to the pandemic). Second, it should be

borne in mind that the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA)

does not determine a worker’s exclusion from the bargaining

unit by job titles or written job descriptions alone; it is a

question of what role the worker plays in the workplace.  If we

are unable to reach a mutual agreement with MAM about who is

or is not a supervisor, the National Labor Relations Board

(NLRB) will issue a determination.

Today, September 14th, MAM’s Statement of Position is due,

which is another official unionization document. In it, MAM

will outline their proposed version of the bargaining unit. When

we filed for our Union Election two weeks ago, on August 31st,

we made it clear that we intend to establish a wall-to-wall

Union. 

Union Updates:

In the meantime, MAM has made no attempt

to contact the Organizing Committee in order

to smooth out any differences we may have

regarding the makeup of the bargaining unit.

Therefore we will soon know whether MAM

is attempting to extend the election process for

its own advantage.

This delay tactic would not be cause for any

concern: it is probably the most common anti-

union tactic. 

“If capitalism is fair then

unionism must be. If men and

women have a right to capitalize

their ideas and the resources of

their country, then that implies

the right of men and women to

capitalize their labor.”

- Frank Lloyd Wright
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We’ve heard that our right to organize

will be respected. We’ve heard that the

Director is not personally opposed to

unions. Yet we’ve been told that the

MAM Board and Senior Leadership

Team do not believe unionization is in

our best interest. Why? 

We are told that it will change our

workplace culture. What exactly does that

mean? 

Why aren’t we allowed to speak or ask

questions at the MAM all staff meetings?

When will we be allowed to have an open

and transparent dialog?

Next Steps:
In order to help accommodate people's

schedules, starting 9/19 we will be hosting a

second weekly IAM MAM All-Staff meeting on

Saturdays at 6pm.

Kaitlyn McIntosh, a research assistant to

Davina DesRoches, an assistant professor in the

Department of Sociology at the University of

Winnipeg in Manitoba, Canada contacted us last

week. She explained that they are conducting

research on the collective action of museum

workers in support of improved livelihoods and

a more equitable workplace. They are requesting

that we distribute the attached call for research

participants. If anyone is interested in

participating or learning more, please see the

two attached documents.

Given the state of the world and the unconventional

nature of this Union Campaign, delays in the process

will likely be a boon to our solidarity, because it will

give us more time to process the concerns and desires

of everyone in our bargaining unit, to incorporate their

voices into our message, and to put our vision into

action.

We would also like to draw attention to an important

rule that took effect when we filed for an Election: the

moment the NLRB received our petition for an election,

MAM became legally obligated to maintain the status

quo in our workplace. MAM is not permitted to change

wages, benefits, or other working conditions in order to

undercut or forestall our unionization process. If you

experience this, please notify a member of the

Organizing Committee or our IAM organizer. We will

not be satisfied until we are all lifted up!
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“Company Unions” — which are defined as worker

associations sanctioned and influenced by the

employer — were outlawed by the NLRA in 1935

and are also contrary to international labor law

(See ILO Convention 98, article 2). The outlawing of

“Company Unions” led certain employers to

introduce “employee involvement (EI) programs.” 

While an EI program is not explicitly a “Company

Union”, the labor writer David Bacon has

nevertheless called it “the modern company union.”

The problem with EI programs is that they overlook

the inherent conflict of interests between the party

paying wages and the party receiving wages in

exchange for work. 

Despite this, Republicans in the U.S. Congress

introduced and voted for the Teamwork for

Employees and Managers Act (the TEAM Act) in

1995. If it had passed, it would have weakened

federal regulations against the establishment of EI

programs and the employer’s control over them.

Fortunately, President Clinton vetoed the bill in the

summer of 1996.

Did You Know?

Questions? Concerns? 
Want to have your art featured?

Email our organizer, at annewiberg@gmail.com 

or find us on social media @iammam_union

One of the greatest strike leaders in U.S. Labor History, Hattie Canty was born in rural Alabama in

1933. She found work as a cook in California before settling in Las Vegas with her husband, who

supported the family and ten children.

In 1975, her husband fell ill and succumbed to lung cancer. Facing the prospect of caring for eight of her

children who were still living at home, 41-year-old Canty took another maid job at a hotel – this time the

Maxim – a hotel unionized with Las Vegas Culinary Workers Union Local 226. Because of the union, the

job afforded Canty health benefits, a pension, and wages far above the minimum wage. Over the next

dozen years, Canty rose through the ranks, being promoted from maid to attendant.

In 1984, Hattie was elected to the local’s executive board, the same year they staged a 75-day long walkout

to improve health insurance benefits for casino workers. She became the president of the union in 1990

and the following year the Culinary Workers Union began the longest strike in labor history at the

Frontier Hotel; six years later the hotel owner settled with the union. Canty not only fought to make sure

that working people got paid the living wages they earned, she helped integrate the union. “Coming from

Alabama, this seemed like the civil rights struggle…the labor movement and the civil rights movement, you

cannot separate the two of them.” - Hattie Canty

History of the Movement
Hattie Canty (Right)


